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AX024 Flange Facer
A portable flange facing and grooving
machine designed for machining full
faced, raised face and grooved flanges up
to 23¾” (603mm) diameter.
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The Silk AX0244 flange facing and grooving machine is
constructed from the highest quality materials. It is designed
to give machine shop accuracy combined with portability
and ease of handling for work on flanges from 0”-23”
diameter. The machine consists of three modules:
Base Ring Assembly
Eight separate adjustable clamp blocks are provided. These
can be positioned on the base ring to suit the size of flange
being machined. The arrangement enables the machine to be
locked in position and centred relative to the flange using
adjustable screws on the clamp blocks.
Drive Ring
The drive ring module, incorporating the bearing assembly,
provides the drive for the saddle via a worm, worm wheel and
internal gear arrangement. Power driving the machine is
provided by two 1.55 hp pneumatic power units mounted on
the drive ring.
Saddle
The saddle is mounted on the drive ring and bearing
assembly and provides a rigid structure to which the toolpost
is fixed. With drive provided through the drive ring internal
gear arrangement and saddle pick-up gear, the saddle and
support beasrings rotate around the internal gear in a
planetary motion.
Toolpost traverse in and out is provided by a lead screw
driven by the saddle gear train. Traverse is selected by a
traverse selector.
The machine can achieve cuts to a maximum of 0.39” (1mm)
without flanged holes and 0.020” (0.5mm) with flanged holes.
Alternative tool posts can be fitted to the saddle depending
on the machine application.
Quality
All Furmanite Silk Engineering activites are conducted in strict
conformance to the ISO9001 quality system.
Silk Design Department
All Silk machines are used by our on-site service technicians
and over the years, we have modified and designed
attachments to enable the Silk range of machine tools to
undertake many specialist applications. Can we help you?
Comprehensive CAD facilities operated by qualified design
engineers and experienced project engineers are able to
meet your exact requirements.

